All Season Table Runner
Version A: Pointed End, Hemmed with Tassels
Version B: Pointed End, Lined with Tassels
Version C: Square Ends, Lined
Materials:
Version A:
Versions B, C:

l/2 yard 51” – 63” wide Home Decorating fabric
2 tassels
l/2 yard 51” – 63” wide main Home Decorating fabric
l/2 yard 51” – 63” wide lining fabric
2 tassels (Version B Only)

Cutting for All Versions:
Determine what width you would like your runner (13” to 16”) and add an inch for hems. Cut runner
should be at least 14” to 17” wide and the length of the full width of the fabric. For versions B & C, cut
lining fabric same size as main fabric.
Version A:
1. On wrong side, turn under and press ¼ inch, twice, on the long sides of the runner and stitch for
hem.
2. Fold the fabric in half, lengthwise, right sides together and sew a seam of ½” at both ends.
 To add tassels, place the loop of the tassel at the folded corner with the tassel on the right side
of the fabric and the loop extending up through the corner so it can be caught in the seam.
3. Turn the fabric so the seam is inside and the end is now a point with the tassel hanging out. Press
and serve!
Versions B & C:
1. Fold in half and cut the main fabric as shown:
Repeat for lining fabric.


To add tassels, place the loop of the tassel at the tip of the triangle of the main fabric of your
runner and the tassel hanging towards the right side of the runner and pin. Do this for both
ends.
2. With right sides together, sew around the outer edges with a ½” seam, leaving an opening so you
can turn your runner to the right side. Turn right side out, press the seam.
3. Turn the raw edges of the seam allowance to the inside. Finish runner with hand whip stitch or
machine top stitching.
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